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1. Introduction

Usually, both for the scientific community and to the general public, there is a tendency to associate air pollution with large urban centers (mainly coming from motor vehicles or factory chimneys). However, large areas, especially tropical regions, live with another source of pollution: the biomass burning. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report, biomass burning is the major source of air pollution and is considered an important environmental problem with several impacts on local, regional and global levels [1]. Biomass burning includes burning of forests, grasslands, and croplands. Large quantities of gases and materials, besides trace elements, are emitted into the atmosphere by this action. This can affect both the regional and global climate through the interaction with solar radiation and the chemical and physical processes in the atmosphere. A large amount of these burning points occurred in the southern part of the Amazon basin during the dry season and the product of these emissions can be transported to some cities in the southeast of the country, a highly polluted region, and with cities with serious air pollution problems at the urban environment. Moreover, with the growing demand for biofuels in Brazil, the cultivation of sugarcane has been expanding considerably in southeastern Brazil, being a strong contribution to poor air quality in the region due to the burning of that culture, aiming to facilitate its harvest.

A very useful tool in studies of the effects of burning in the atmosphere is the Lidar (Light Detection and Ranging) technique, which gives vertical profiles of aerosols and allows the monitoring of the temporal evolution of the atmospheric structure, as well as to obtain values of backscattering coefficient. This technique is characterized by high spatial and temporal resolution, allowing the measurement of small concentrations of different gases (mainly water vapor), aerosols and local meteorological parameters such as wind direction.
and temperature, depending, however, on the type of Lidar system and the wavelength used.

A Lidar system operates on the same physical principle of Radar, but using a laser beam as emission source; the detection components are composed by a telescope and an optical analyzer system. In the case of Lidar, a light pulse is directed into the atmosphere. The light beam interacts with the atmospheric compounds and is scattered in all directions by particles and molecules. A portion of the light is absorbed and other portion is scattered back towards the Lidar system. The backscatter light is collected by a telescope and focused upon a photo detector capable to measure the signal intensity as function of the distance from the system.

Lidar systems, both aboard of satellites and ground-based, have been used in synergy with sunphotometer systems to detect and track the transport of aerosol from the MidWestern portion of the Brazilian territory to the Southeastern region, mainly the São Paulo city, where a ground-based elastic backscatter Lidar system is installed [2]. Here, some results obtained using a methodology developed to detect biomass burning aerosol loaded in the atmosphere at specific locations of the Brazilian territory will be presented, mainly in the Midwestern and Northern portion, considered to be one of the biggest producers of biomass burning in South America due to the vast quantities of forest, pasture and plantations, and track the transport trajectories of the aerosol plumes into the areas located at the Southeastern portion of Brazil, in the city of São Paulo, where it is possible to identify such plumes using the AERONET sunphotometer and the elastic backscatter Lidar system. Initially, Ångström Exponent (AE) and Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) values retrieved from the AERONET sunphotometer network and the MODIS satellite, combined with AOD and Lidar ratio (LR) products from the CALIOP measurements are used in order to identify biomass burning aerosols loaded in the atmosphere in the MidWestern and Northern portion of the Brazilian territory. Attenuated backscatter profile images and aerosol optical properties values from CALIOP are used to monitor and track such aerosol plumes to the Southeastern region. If the transportation of biomass burning to São Paulo city is confirmed using the HYSPLIT (Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory Model) backtrajectories, the backscatter Lidar and the sunphotometer data are used to analyze the presence of those plumes at the São Paulo atmosphere. Such results can be a strong indication that the city of São Paulo, one of the most polluted cities in the world, is affected not only by the presence of aerosol from local sources but also by aerosols produced in remote sources.

2. Instrumentation

This study has the aim of analyzing the biomass burning aerosol optical properties using data from the CALIOP sensor installed on board the satellite CALIPSO and MODIS sensor aboard the TERRA and AQUA satellite. In addition, ground-based data measurements such as an elastic backscatter Lidar system and the AERONET sunphotometer data will be used. In this section some details of each instrument will be presented.
2.1. Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Sensor

Through the EOS (Earth Observing System) program, initiated in 1980 with the main objective to allow continuous observations for a period of at least 15 years of global changes, various sensors have been launched, and among them the MODIS in 1999 (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) is highlighted.

The MODIS sensor is on board the polar orbiting satellites TERRA and AQUA launched in 1999 and 2002, respectively. The sensor was the first designed to obtain global observations of aerosols with moderate resolution (between 250m and 1000m depending on the wavelength used).

The AQUA satellite is part of the so-called A-Train constellation [3], which also contains the Aura satellite (launched in 2004) to study the atmospheric chemistry and dynamics with emphasis on the sensor for ozone monitoring OMI - Ozone Monitoring Instrument, PARASOL (2004) to study the water and carbon cycle, CALIPSO (2006) to study the profile of aerosol and clouds and CloudSat (2006) to study the clouds.

MODIS has 36 spectral bands between 0.4 and 14.5 μm, allowing the generation of several products related to aerosol, such as aerosol optical depth over the ocean and land with a resolution of 10x10 km (at nadir), and the size and type distribution over oceans and type of aerosol over the continent. General and operational characteristics of the sensor can be found in Barnes et al. (1998) [4].

The MODIS aerosol data analyzed consist of the aerosol product level 3, MOD08. This level of data is generated daily for the entire globe offering several properties related to aerosols such as optical depth over ocean/continent and Ångström Exponent over the continent. The spatial resolution of the data is 1.0° for level 3. In this chapter, data from the AOD MODIS sensor (AQUA satellite) between 2003 and 2010 were used.

Any given set of data, ordered from the lowest to the highest value, have a central value which is called a median. Likewise, it is possible to think of the values dividing the set of data in four equal parts, that is, the quartiles, Q1, Q2 and Q3, with Q2 being equal to the median. The values dividing the set in 10 equal parts are the deciles, and the values which divide the set in 100 equal parts are the percentiles. A percentile is the value of a data set below which a certain amount of the observations are. For instance, the 90th percentile represents the number below which 90% of the data is found. The 50th percentile is equivalent to the median [5].

The AOD is a dimensionless coefficient, indicating the amount and efficiency of solar radiation extinction by optically active material for a given wavelength. The optical depth may be defined as an attenuation coefficient of a beam of light which undergoes scattering or absorption during its passage through any given element [6].

Higher values of optical depth lead to lower values for the optical transmittance of the air column, with the intensity of solar radiation on the surface also being smaller. Consequently, the temporal and spatial evolution of this radiation depends on the
atmospheric optical depth, which will depend on local factors, since these cause variations in how the solar radiation in the electromagnetic spectrum and the direction of propagation is distributed.

The AOD can be divided into some components, due to Rayleigh and Mie scattering, as well as the absorption by atmospheric particles. Therefore, the optical depth is a measure of transparency, being defined as the fraction of radiation (or light) that is scattered or absorbed in a path. An easy example is that of a fog. The fog between an observer and an object immediately in front of him has an optical depth tending to zero. If the object is moving away from the observer's, the optical depth will increase until it reaches a large value where the object is no longer visible.

The optical depth indicates the amount of absorbing and scattering optically active material found in the path of a beam of radiation. It is defined as the integral over the optical path of the product of the total quantity of molecules present in the medium and the cross section of extinction for each wavelength. The optical depth is expressed by:

$$\tau = \int \sigma(x) N(x) dx$$

(1)

Where $\sigma$ is the extinction cross section, $dx$ the path of integration and $N(x)$ the volume number density of optically active atoms or molecules [particles cm$^{-2}$] [6]. It expresses the amount of light removed from a beam by scattering or absorption during its path in any means. Being $I_0$ the intensity of the radiation source and $I$ the intensity observed after a certain path, the optical depth may be defined by the following equation:

$$\frac{I}{I_0} = e^{-\tau}$$

(2)

In the atmospheric sciences, the atmospheric optical depth is commonly referred as the vertical path from the surface of the earth or the altitude of the observer into space. Since it regards the vertical path, the optical depth of a sloping path is $\tau' = \mu \tau$, which is called the air mass factor, which to that atmosphere is usually defined as $\mu = 1/cos\theta$ where $\theta$ is a zenith angle corresponding to a certain path. Thus:

$$\frac{I}{I_0} = e^{-\mu \tau}$$

(3)

2.2. CALIPSO satellite

Ground-based systems are very useful for monitoring local and regional aerosol properties in the atmosphere, playing an important role in the estimation of the aerosol influence on the radiation budget. However, in order to cover the cloud and aerosol vertical distribution in a global range, NASA and CNES agencies has launched a satellite with a Lidar system as a main operational instrument on board [7]. The CALIPSO satellite was launched in April 2006, and since then is part of the NASA's A-Train satellite constellation as mentioned before. CALIPSO is flying in a 705 km sun-synchronous polar orbit with an equator-crossing time of about 13:30 in local time, covering the whole globe in a repeat cycle of 16 days [8]. The CALIPSO payload consists of three co-aligned nadir-pointing instruments designed to
operate autonomously and continuously. Two of them are passive sensors and can provide a view of the atmosphere surrounding the Lidar curtain, namely, a wide field camera with a spatial resolution of 125 m for pixels and a three-channel infrared imaging radiometer instrument at each of the two wavelengths [9]. The lasers are Q-Switched to provide a pulse length of about 20 ns. The receiver subsystems measure the attenuated backscattering signal intensity at 1064 nm and the two orthogonal polarization components at 532 nm. From the backscattering signal measured by the receiver system, the CALIOP data products are assembled and separated in two categories: Level 1 and 2 products. Level 1 products are composed of calibrated and geolocated profiles of the attenuated backscatter returned signal, and are separated in three types, the total attenuated backscatter profile at 1064 nm, total attenuated backscatter profile (the sum of parallel and perpendicular signals) and the perpendicular backscatter signal, both at 532 nm [8, 10]. The level 2 products are derived from level 1 products and are classified in three types: layer products, profile products and vertical feature mask (VFM). Layer products provide the optical properties of aerosol and clouds integrated or averaged in the layers detected in the atmosphere. The profile products provide retrieved backscatter and extinction profiles within the detected layers. The VFM provide information of the cloud and aerosol location, and also their types. The level 2 data of aerosol layers provide information about values of the AOD, LR, and information from the heights of top and bottom of the layers detected by the CALIOP sensor.

2.3. AERONET sunphotometer

AERONET is a global network of optical monitoring of atmospheric aerosols, maintained by NASA and expanded throughout various research institutions around the world. This network has more than 200 measuring points, 22 in South America. The sunphotometer system from the AERONET network is a remote sensing instrument very useful not only to work in synergy with Lidar but also to retrieve several optical properties from aerosol loaded in the atmosphere.

The CIMEL 318A spectral radiometer is a solar-powered weather-hardy robotically pointed Sun and sky instrument. This instrument is installed on the roof of the Physics Department at the University of São Paulo (USP). The CIMEL photometer performs measurements of the AOD at several wavelengths in the visible and the near-infrared spectral region to enable the assessment also of the Ångström Exponent [11]. The principle of operation of this system is to acquire aureole and sky radiances observations using a great number of scattering angles from the Sun, through a constant aerosol profile to retrieve the aerosol size distribution, the phase function and the AOD. For this study, the channels used are centered at 340, 440, 500, 670, 870, 940 and 1020 nm, with a 1.2 μm full FOV (field of view) angle. The measurements are taken pointed directly to the Sun (four sequences) or to the sky (five sequences) in nine different pre-programmed sequences [11]. The inversion of the solar radiances measured by the CIMEL sunphotometer to retrieve the aerosol optical depth values is based on the Beer-Bouguer-Lambert equation, assuming that the contribution of multiple scattering within the small FOV of the sunphotometer is negligible. The aerosol optical depth at 532 nm was determined by the relation:
Where the Ångström Exponent \([12]\) was derived from the measured optical depth in the blue and red channels (440 nm and 670 nm):

\[
\frac{\tau_{440}}{\tau_{670}} = \left(\frac{532}{500}\right)^{-a}
\]

The AE is also an indirect mean to retrieve the particle size distribution \([13]\) and its possible composition \([14, 15]\). Concerning the uncertainty, the major source of error would be in the calibration procedure, which is proportional to the associated uncertainty of the AOD at a given wavelength \([16]\).

### 2.4. Elastic backscatter Lidar system (MSP-Lidar)

A ground-based elastic backscatter Lidar system is in operation since 2001 in the Environmental Laser Applications Laboratory at the Centre for Laser and Applications (CLA) at the Nuclear Energy Research Institute (IPEN). The MASP and instrument locations in this area are depicted in Figure 1 (point L).

The Lidar technique is based on the emission of a collimated laser beam through the atmosphere and on the detection of the backscattered laser light by the suspended atmospheric aerosols and molecules. A backscattering Lidar can thus provide information on the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) mixed depth, entrainment zones and convective cell structure, aerosol distribution, clear air layering, cloud-top altitudes, cloud statistics, atmospheric transport processes and other inferences of air motion \([17-20]\). The Lidar system is a single-wavelength backscatter system pointing vertically to the zenith and operating in the coaxial mode. The light source is based on a commercial Nd:YAG laser (Brilliant by Quantel SA) operating at the second harmonic frequency (SHF), namely at 532 nm, with a fixed repetition rate of 20 Hz. The average emitted power can be selected up to values as high as 3.3 W. The emitted laser pulses have a divergence of less than 0.5 mrad. A 30 cm diameter telescope (focal length \(f=1.5\) m) is used to collect the backscattered laser light. The telescope’s FOV is variable (1–2 mrad) by using a small diaphragm. Lidar is currently used with a fixed FOV of the order of 1 mrad, which according to geometrical calculations \([21]\) permits a full overlap between the telescope FOV and the laser beam at heights around 300 m above the Lidar system. This FOV value, in accordance with the detection electronics, permits the probing of the atmosphere up to the free troposphere (12-15 km asl). The backscattered laser radiation is then sent to a photomultiplier tube (PMT) coupled to a narrowband (1 nm full width at half maximum - FWHM) interference filter to assure the reduction of the solar background during daytime operation and to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at altitudes greater than 3 km. The PMT output signal is recorded by a Transient Recorder in both analog and photon counting modes. Data are averaged between 2 and 5 min and then summed up over a period of about 1 h, with a typical spatial resolution of 15 m, which corresponds to a 100 ns temporal resolution.
In the present stage, the inversion of the Lidar profile is based on the solution of the basic Lidar equation taking into account the atmospheric solar background radiation correction [22]. The Lidar equation is presented according to equation (6), where $P(\lambda, z)$ is the Lidar signal received from a distance $z$ at the wavelength $\lambda$, $P_0$ is the emitted laser power, $\xi$ is all Lidar system parameters, $\beta_m(\lambda, z)$ and $\beta_{aer}(\lambda, z)$ are the atmospheric volume backscatter coefficients for the molecular and aerosol contribution, respectively; and $\alpha_{aer}(\lambda, z)$ is the volume extinction coefficient at range $z$.

$$P(\lambda, z) = P_0 \xi \left[ \frac{\beta_m(\lambda,z) + \beta_{aer}(\lambda,z)}{\alpha_{aer}(\lambda,z)} \right] \times \exp[-2 \int_0^z \alpha(\lambda,z')dz']$$

(6)

The retrieval of the aerosol optical properties is based on the measurements of the aerosol backscatter coefficient $\beta_{aer}$ at 532 nm, up to an altitude of 5 to 8 km. The determination of the vertical profile of the aerosol backscatter and extinction coefficients relies on the Lidar inversion technique following a modified Klett’s algorithm [23, 24] under the assumption of the single scattering approximation. One has, however, to bear in mind that this inversion technique is an ill-posed problem in the mathematical sense, leading to errors as large as 30% when applied [22]. To make the Lidar equation solvable it is necessary to establish a relation between $\alpha(\lambda, z)$ and $\beta(\lambda, z)$. This is achieved assuming the backscatter-to-extinction ratio (LR) as:

$$LR = \frac{\alpha_{aer}(\lambda,z)}{\beta_{aer}(\lambda,z)}$$

(7)
However, it is known that the LR depends on several physical-chemical parameters inherent to the aerosols being inspected, such as the aerosol refractive index, size and shape distribution of the aerosol particles [25]. To derive the appropriate “correct” values of the vertical profile of aerosol backscatter coefficient in the lower troposphere an iterative inversion approach was used (by “tuning” the LR values), based on the intercomparison of the AOD values derived by the Lidar and a collocated AERONET sunphotometer [26], assuming the absence of stratospheric aerosols and that the PBL is homogeneously mixed between ground and the altitude of 300 m, where the Lidar overlap factor is close to 1. Once the correct values of the vertical profile of the aerosol backscatter coefficient were derived (when the difference between the AODs derived by sunphotometer and Lidar was less than 10%), the Klett’s inversion technique was reapplied, using the appropriate LR values, to retrieve the final values of the vertical profiles of the backscatter and extinction coefficient at 532 nm. The vertical profiles of pressure and temperature measured by radiosoundings launched twice a day, at 12 UTC and 00 UTC in a distance about 10 km from the place where the MSP-Lidar system is located, are used in order to obtain the molecular contribution based in the Bucholtz’s approach [27].

3. Analysis of the active fires in the state of São Paulo

The fire detection method employed by INPE (National Institute for Space Research) is a digital non supervised clustering algorithm which selects pixels as burning if the AVHRR radiometric temperature exceeds 46°C [28], using the images of several satellites, which operate in the band between 3.7 and 4.1 μm, selecting the pixels (resolution elements) with higher temperature. Data from the morning overpass are used to identify fire pixels. Fire counts identified by INPE are provided in a weekly base in grid format. They consist of a 7-day sum at 0.5-degree increments from 17°N to 40°S and 85°W to 34.5°W [29]. Data of active fires obtained through the NOAA-12 satellite were used, for the period between January, 1999 and July, 2007 at the studied region (pixels located over the state of São Paulo).

Through the spatial distribution of fires (Figure 2) obtained by the NOAA-12 satellite, it is possible to notice that the regions with the highest number of outbreaks of fires during the selected period coincides with sugarcane crops, especially during the winter and spring, periods with the largest number of outbreaks. The central-northern, central, central-eastern and central-western regions of the São Paulo State are highlighted as the areas where there is a high rate of outbreaks due to the presence of the sugarcane culture.

The results of Figure 2 and Table 1 indicate that the winter was the season with the highest number of fire outbreaks during the period, when approximately 15,000 outbreaks were recorded, followed closely by spring with approximately 12,000 outbreaks, while in summer only 2000 spots were registered. During the harvest period, which occurs from May to November, the plantation areas are burnt a few hours before the manual cutting, and this period coincides with the dry season in Southeastern Brazil. From December to April the wet pattern prevails and there are only few activities for burning around the
state of São Paulo. The number of fire outbreaks tends to increase from the month of March, achieving its maximum in the trimester July-August-September. The peak of the burning season (August) coincides with the least amount of precipitation in the region, while the reverse is also found, burning minimum in the months with maximum precipitation (December and January).

Figure 2. Outbreaks of fire during the period from January, 1999 to July, 2007: (a) summer; (b) autumn; (c) winter and (d) spring.

The great quantity of active fires during the dry season, combined with low humidity in the region, can cause several health problems in the people living near the plantations and burnings of sugarcane. The association between internal and external exposure to the biomass smoke and its effects on health has been reported in some areas of Asia and India [30, 31]. Carbon deposition in the lungs occurred consistently in patients exposed to biomass burning [32]. Unlike most regions where external biomass burning is sporadic, the biomass burning in the region of São Paulo is a common and scheduled activity, due to the areas with sugarcane crops.

The seasonal and interannual variation of the active fires in the State of São Paulo can be analyzed in Table 1. Through this table it can be noticed that the highest value of active fires occurred in 1999 followed by a decrease until 2001. From this year on, a slightly constant tendency of decrease in numbers of forest fires was noticed, except for the two last measured years (2005 and 2006). It is important to highlight that the measurements and monitoring in 2007 only goes until July, before the burning maximum period – August, September and October (as seen on Figure 2), probably due to technical problems with the satellite acquisitions. Besides the annual active total fires, the seasonal variation of the
number of fires for each year can also be observed in the Table 1, where it can be clearly seen that the maximum active fires seasons are winter and spring, followed by autumn and summer in almost every analyzed year, except for the years of 2000 and 2004, where the total active fires detected were greater in spring and summer than in winter and autumn, respectively. For the year of 2004, it was observed that the rain rates for these two periods were normal according to the climatology, without an obvious reason for that variation. It can also be seen the difference between the number of fires during the maximum fires season (winter) and the minimum (summer), reaching a value 3 times higher at some periods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year/ Season</th>
<th>Summer</th>
<th>Autumn</th>
<th>Winter</th>
<th>Spring</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>924</td>
<td>2633</td>
<td>2401</td>
<td>6090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>598</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>2202</td>
<td>1288</td>
<td>4489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>1658</td>
<td>1026</td>
<td>3091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>1657</td>
<td>1416</td>
<td>3829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>1759</td>
<td>1065</td>
<td>3420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>1118</td>
<td>1484</td>
<td>3171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>1912</td>
<td>1498</td>
<td>4174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>1889</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td>4398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>993</td>
<td>5443</td>
<td>15134</td>
<td>11668</td>
<td>33645</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Active fires measured by the NOAA-12 satellite for the State of São Paulo – Brazil

4. MODIS aerosol optical depth

Figure 3 shows the maximum values of AOD for the southeastern region of Brazil from 2003-2010 (latitude between 14°S and 25°S and longitude between 54.1°W and 38.1°W). This region is known for having main urban centers, especially the metropolitan area of São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, with large amounts of industries. In addition, the city of Cubatão is located at this region (50 km from MASP), in the state of São Paulo, known in the 1980s and 1990s as one of the most polluted cities in the world [33].

Despite the known major sources of pollution in the southeastern region of Brazil, it is possible to notice high maximum AOD values only during spring and winter. Except for these periods, and for one day in 2003 and other in 2010, both at summer, the maximum AOD over the Southeastern region was always below 1.0. The average of the maximum AOD between 2003 and 2010 was 0.492±0.505, indicating the high variability of the maximum AOD over the region.

The 95th percentile calculated using data on maximum daily AOD for the southeastern region of Brazil was 1.143. This means that 95% of the daily data (MOD08) from the MODIS sensor (from a total of 2921 measurements spanning from 2003 to 2010) have lower values than 1.143. At first, this value can be considered low, but aspects of the sensor used must be taken into account, such as a spatial resolution of 1 km and that the
maximum concentration of aerosols tends to be found near the surface, hindering the use of remote sensing for this task.

Both the Amazon and Midwestern Brazil are great sources of aerosols into the atmosphere, and the maximum daily value of AOD found on the Southeastern region can be compared to these areas. In all of these regions the largest occurrences of elevated AOD are during the winter and spring in the Southern Hemisphere. The occurrence of higher AOD levels during this period for the Northern and Central region is basically due to the highest amount of biomass burning in the region (dry season). In Brazil, biomass burning in the Amazon region occurs with greater intensity during the dry season (July - October) and primarily affects the ecosystems of forest, pasture and Cerrado [34]. The small amount of precipitation and the increased atmospheric stability at this period contributes to the persistence of aerosols in the atmosphere, as well as a higher transport of biomass burning aerosols from the Amazon region (Section 6).

Analyzing the 146 days with maximum AOD higher than the 95th percentile (1.143) found between 2003-2010 it is observed that approximately 82% of the cases occurred during the spring in the Southeastern hemisphere (Figure 4). When considering the period corresponding for spring and winter, the same has 144 days with values above the 95th percentile (99% approximately). The emissions from these fires have significant impacts on the concentration of gases and aerosols. The results presented here emphasize the importance of monitoring the aerosols for the period between June and October. The values recorded during summer and fall may be related, among other reasons, with burning events in the Southeastern region and transport of biomass burning aerosols from distant regions, such as the Amazon and MidWestern region of Brazil regions, Bolivia, the Northern portion of Argentina and the North region of South America. Another possible explanation for the values found are the urban aerosols emitted into the studied area.
5. Aerosol detection in the burning region

As mentioned before, some regions in the Brazilian territory suffers from intense anthropogenic biomass burning activities, such as forest and sugarcane plantation fires, during the so-called dry season. High concentrations of biomass burning aerosol particles, produced mainly in the Amazon basin and the Brazilian Mid-Western region, can be detected due to these fire activities in the tropical forest, savanna and pasture [35]. In this context, data from AERONET sunphotometer, MODIS sensor and CALIPSO satellite were employed in order to detect possible sources of biomass burning aerosols and map its transportation from Mid-Western to the Southeastern region in Brazil.

Initially the image data measured by the MODIS sensor aboard the Terra satellite were used to identify possible signs of smoke from biomass burning. In the image retrieved on 21 August 2007, presented in Figure 5, it can be clearly seen the presence of a dense smoke layer in the region South and Southeast of Campo Grande (CG - Lat: 20°26'16'' Long: 54°32'16''). The trajectories generated using the HYSPLIT model indicate the transport of air masses from the Midwestern region of Brazil to the Southeast, where the MSP-Lidar system and the AERONET sunphotometer are installed. Figure 5 also shows that the CALIOP sensor aboard the CALIPSO satellite overpass the region near of Campo Grande during the nighttime of 21 August 2007, as can be seen by the descending trajectory (in the left of Figure 5). Furthermore, the sensor made measurements during daytime on the same day, however, in a region between the cities of Campo Grande and São Paulo, which will be helpful in the monitoring processes of the aerosol transport from the region of CG to MASP.
After identifying the presence of a dense smoke layer through the MODIS image, some optical properties of the atmospheric aerosol retrieved by the AERONET sunphotometer installed in CG site were analyzed. The AOD and AE products can provide information about the absorption and extinction characteristics and the size distribution of the aerosol in the atmosphere. In general, high values of AOD are associated to high extinction (absorption) of radiation, and in the same reasoning, high values of AE are associated to the fine mode size distribution of aerosols. These two characteristics are considered a signature of biomass burning aerosol. Figure 6 shows the scatter plot of Ångström Exponent as a function of the Aerosol Optical Depth for the month of August 2007 and case previously selected at Campo Grande (points in red), the grey filled lines are the AOD and AE median values for all data and the dashed lines are the respective median standard deviation. The AE values below the horizontal line corresponding to the median, \( \text{AE}=1.46\pm0.09 \), are an indication that most of the aerosol load is in the coarse mode size distribution. Those values above the median line belong to the fine mode size type of aerosols. The AE indicates a small sized particle distribution similar to those found in the presence of biomass burning aerosols as shown by [36]. Making the same interpretation to the AOD median vertical line,
AOD = 0.198±0.078, the values in the left side of the AOD median corresponding to low extinction and absorption of radiation aerosol types, and the right side is related to the high extinction and absorption radiation types. The median values were assumed as a better statistical evaluator since it was found using a skewness test that the AOD vs. AE distribution is rather asymmetrical, and instead of the standard deviation it has been used the median standard deviation as the measure of the variability or dispersion of the data set, according to [02].

The scatterplot in Figure 6 was divided into four distinctive sectors, I, II, III and IV. Each of them represents different types and sizes of aerosol according to the AOD and AE values. This study should be focusing mainly on regions II and IV, which correspond to fine mode size distribution and high absorption and extinction aerosol types, and coarse mode and high absorption and extinction aerosol types, respectively. In sector II there is a strong indication of the predominance of biomass burning aerosols in the atmosphere as the large AE corresponds to small sized particles and the large AOD for a strong absorbing type of aerosols. The same reasoning can be applied to sector IV, although the values below the AE median values can be associated to particle growth during the long-range transport [37].

As can be seen in Figure 6, the most AOD and AE values of aerosol measured during 21 August 2007 (red points) are inside the region II, representing biomass burning aerosol types.

![Figure 6. Scatterplot of the Ångström Exponent versus Aerosol Optical Depth at 532 nm for the case study selected (21 August 2007) and for the complete period of the August 2007. The four distinctive sectors represent different types and sizes of aerosol according to the AOD and AE values. The region II represents aerosols with biomass burning products characteristics, with high values of AOD and AE. The calculated median and median standard deviation values are AOD = 0.198±0.078 and AE = 1.46±0.09, respectively.](image)

On 21 August 2007, the CALIPSO satellite overpasses the region near the AERONET site in CG during the nighttime (descending trajectory), with the closest approach to the AERONET site of 126 km (horizontal distance) at 05:00 UTC approximately. During the
daytime on the same day the satellite made measurements in an area between Campo Grande and São Paulo, as can be seen in Figure 5. The AOD and LR retrieved by the CALIOP sensor were obtained using the Level 2 Aerosol Layer products Version 3.0 for both trajectories during 21 August 2007. Figure 7 shows the AOD (left panel) and LR values (right panel) according to the latitude for the nighttime trajectory (21 Aug 2007 – NT in figure 5).

In the left panel of figure 7 it can be observed the values of AOD retrieved by CALIOP sensor spanning from 0.65 to 0.30. Such values are higher compared with those measured by the AERONET sunphotometer installed at CG site, represented by the red points in Figure 6. The high values of AOD measured by CALIOP sensor are a strong indication that highly absorbent aerosols are present in the atmosphere; in addition, it is a strong indication that these particles are from biomass burning aerosols [38]. Such evidence is confirmed analyzing the Lidar Ratio values, which can indicate the most likely type of aerosol detected, as shown at the right panel of Figure 7. The CALIOP sensor signed LR values of 70 sr. According to [39, 40], the LR value of 70 sr corresponds to the aerosol type from biomass burning or continental polluted air. However, biomass burning aerosol types differ according to their detection altitude. Generally, such layers are detected above the PBL, localized approximately between 3 to 5 km and more [41,42]. In the case of the CALIOP nighttime measures on 21 August 2007 in the region of the CG’s AERONET site, the detected layers correspondent to the AOD and LR values presented in Figure 7 were localized between 2.5 and 4 km, which is Above the PBL, demonstrating that the detected layers are mostly loaded by biomass burning aerosols. The 532 nm Total Attenuated Backscatter profile presented in Figure 8 shows an intense backscatter signal from an aerosol layer at high altitude, localized above the PBL approximately between 2.5 and 4 km, which is the biomass burning layer detected near the AERONET sunphotometer site at CG pointed by the dashed line in red. Such aerosol type is confirmed by the Vertical Feature Mask (VFM) product presented in Figure 9, which identifies the subtype of each aerosol in the atmosphere [43].
Figure 8. CALIOP 532 nm Total Attenuated Backscatter profile along with the orbit track in the graphic embedded in the upper left. The dashed line in red represents the closest approach to the region of Campo Grande on 21 August 2007 around 05:00 (UTC). It can be noticed an intense aerosol layer detached above the PBL, localized approximately between 2.5 and 4.0 km of altitude.

Figure 9. CALIOP Vertical Feature Mask of aerosol layers measured in the region of the CG’s AERONET sunphotometer on 21 August 2007 around 05:00 (UTC). It can be seen an aerosol layer above the PBL localized approximately between 2.5 and 4.0 km altitude and classified as biomass burning aerosol type (6 = smoke). The layer immediately below, within the PBL, is classified as a mixture of dust and pollution (5 = polluted dust aerosol type).
6. Transport and detection of biomass burning aerosols

For the days when the presence of aerosols from biomass burning were detected by the sensors onboard CALIPSO and TERRA satellites, and also by the sunphotometer on CG site, air mass trajectories were generated using the HYSPLIT model, that is a complete system for computing simple trajectories to complex dispersion and deposition simulations using either puff or particle approaches [44]. The HYSPLIT trajectories are computed based on the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS), an operational system from the National Weather Service of the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and it was used to investigate if the air mass parcels in the Midwestern have been dislocated towards the Southeastern region where the MSP-Lidar system is installed. The purpose to use this trajectory model is to constrain the direction of the air masses to improve the correlation between the optical properties (i.e., AOD and Lidar ratio) measured by two different instruments spatially separated, i.e., CALIOP sensor and ground-based AERONET sunphotometer and MSP-Lidar system. According to Figure 5, the HYSPLIT trajectories show that there were transportation of biomass burning aerosols generated in the Midwestern region of Brazil, i.e. Campo Grande region, to the Southeastern, where the MSP-Lidar system is installed, as well as an AERONET sunphotometer system. The same analysis presented in the previous section was performed to the daytime measurement made by the CALIOP sensor in its trajectory in the region between the cities of CG and SP (Figure 5), using the AOD and LR retrieved using the Level 2 Aerosol Layer products Version 3.0. Figure 10 shows the AOD (left panel) and LR values (right panel) as function of the latitude for the daytime trajectory (21 Aug 2007 – DT in Figure 5). It can be seen that in this region the CALIOP sensor obtained not so high AOD values, being around 0.10. The LR values varied around 40-55 sr, representing the dust aerosol type or a mixture of dust and pollution (polluted dust) [39,40]. In the left panel of Figure 10 low values of AOD can be observed, around 0.10. Such values are lower compared to those measured by the AERONET sunphotometer installed at CG site, represented by the red points.

![Figure 10. AOD and LR distribution as function of latitude (21 Aug 2007 – DT trajectory in figure 5) measured by the CALIOP sensor on 21 August 2007 during the daytime. The star marks the point of the satellite closest approach to the AERONET site installed at CG. The red triangle represents the value of AOD measured by the AERONET sunphotometer during the closest approach time.](image-url)
Two possible reasons can explain the detection of different values of AOD and LR from those values retrieved on the nighttime measurements (Figure 7). The first one is that the detected aerosols have their optical properties changed due to long-range transport, mixing with other aerosol types or absorbing moisture from the atmosphere, undergoing aging processes. The low value of the Lidar ratio (40 to 55 sr) also indicates the aging processes of the aerosols; such lower values may be linked to an increase of particle size by moisture absorption and/or a reduction of the light absorption capability of the particles [37]. However, the second reason can be the fact of the transported aerosol masses only reaches the region measured by the CALIOP sensor on 22 August 2007, a day after the CALIPSO satellite overpasses.

7. Aerosol detection over the metropolitan region of São Paulo

In order to track the biomass burning plume detected near the AERONET sunphotometer site in Campo Grande, backtrajectories were generated using the HYSPLIT model. Those backtrajectories show that the aerosol plumes were transported from the Midwestern region, near Campo Grande, to the Southeastern of the Brazilian territory, more precisely to the city of São Paulo, where there are two remote sensing equipments installed, the AERONET sunphotometer and an elastic backscatter 532 nm Lidar system these backtrajectories, presented in Figure 5 and Figure 11, it is possible to observe that aerosol air masses trajectories start at different altitude levels (3.5, 4.0 and 4.5 km AGL) on 21 August 2007 and move towards the Southeastern part of Brazil, reaching the MASP on 23 August 2007 at an altitude also around 3.5 and 4.5 km. The altitudes of the starting trajectories in CG region are at the same range altitude of the aerosol layers detected by the CALIOP sensor signed as biomass burning according to Figure 8.

On 23 August 2007, measurements carried out with the MSP-Lidar system, between 12:40 and 22:12 UTC, show the MASP atmosphere heavily loaded by aerosols, in addition, in Figure 12 the presence of a thin aerosol layer above the PBL can be seen from 3.5 to almost 5 km of altitude. Such vertical profile measured using MSP-Lidar system together with the backtrajectories from HYSPLIT model give a strong indication that this thin layer detached from the PBL is composed by biomass burning aerosols from the Midwestern region of Brazil.

Backscatter profile analyses were performed applying the Klett inversion method together with the AOD values retrieved by the AERONET sunphotometer. The 532 nm backscatter profile, presented in Figure 13, was calculated for the period between 17:00 to 18:00 (UTC), which corresponds to the CALIPSO closest approach to the MASP. The backscatter maximum for this measurement period was observed between 0.5 and around 2.0 km altitude range. This aerosol layer showed a quite stable maximum of 0.0033 km^{-1}sr^{-1} during the period of measurements and represents the aerosol trapped in the PBL layer. The Lidar ratio in this period presents a constant value of 41 sr, calculated between 0.5
and 5.0 km range altitude, which represent the dust aerosol type [45]. Such values of LR are not consistent with those values for biomass burning; however, it should be kept in mind that the Klett’s inversion method only provide a constant LR value for the whole atmosphere column; in addition, the MASP is considered one of the most polluted cities in the world, having several different aerosol types loaded in its atmosphere, which can turn the retrieval of the LR value and the confidence of the aerosol type classification very difficult tasks. Furthermore, the HYSPLIT backtrajectories leads to a strong indication that the detached layer between 3.5 and 5 km is the biomass burning aerosol transported from the Midwestern region of Brazil. Backscatter profile analyses performed in posterior time period (around 20:00 UTC) presents LR values of 60 sr, consistent to the biomass burning aerosol type according to [45].

![Figure 11. Air mass trajectories generated by the HYSPLIT model. Such trajectories identify the transport of aerosols from the Midwestern region of Brazilian territory on 21 August 2007 for the Southeast region of Brazil, reaching the MASP on 23 August 2007.](image-url)
Figure 12. Range corrected backscatter profile at 532 nm for measurements carried out on 23 August 2007 by the MSP-Lidar system between 12:48 to 22:12 (UTC). It can be seen a thin layer of aerosol between 3.5 and 5 km transported from the Midwestern region of the Brazilian territory.

Figure 13. Backscatter coefficient profile at 532 nm measured on 23 August 2007 by the MSP-Lidar system between 17:00 to 18:00 (UTC).

On the same day the AERONET sunphotometer installed at MASP obtained AOD values spanning from 0.20 to 0.38, indicating the detection of a high amount of absorbent aerosols loaded in the atmosphere of the MASP. Figure 14 shows the AOD and LR values obtained by the CALIOP sensor aboard the CALIPSO satellite on 23 August 2007, which overpasses the region close to MASP with closest approach of about 80 km. The CALIOP AOD values for this case are spanning from 0.08 to 0.14, which is quite low to the values retrieved by AERONET. Such difference between AOD retrieved by both instruments might have occurred due to the fact that the sunphotometer is installed within the MASP, which is
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considered one of the most polluted megacities of the world, with high quantity and variety of aerosols in its atmosphere. On the other hand, the trajectory of the CALIPSO satellite took place at about 80 km of horizontal distance to the east direction of the MASP, as can be checked in Figure 5. In this case, the CALIPSO satellite must have measured different aerosol layers with different optical properties from those measured by the AERONET sunphotometer. Furthermore, the values of LR are practically constant with values of 55 sr, representing aerosols of dust or polluted dust types. Taking into account the closest distance between CALIPSO trajectory and the MASP-Lidar system site, these CALIOP LR values can be considered in agreement with that retrieved by the MSP-Lidar system, which obtained values spanning from 33 to 66 sr in the whole time period (Figure 12).

Figure 14. AOD and LR distribution as function of latitude (DT trajectory in Figure 5) measured by the CALIOP sensor on 23 August 2007 during the daytime. The star marks the point of the satellite closest approach to the AERONET site installed at MASP. The red triangle in the left panel represents the value of AOD measured by the AERONET sunphotometer during the closest approach time.

8. Conclusions

In this study, an extensive biomass burning event observed at two different sites in Brazilian territory and track the aerosol transportation from Midwestern to Southeastern region of Brazil have been described. The synergy of MODIS and CALIOP sensor, both aboard of satellites, the AERONET sunphotometer and the elastic backscatter Lidar system measurements allowed to estimate key optical characteristics of the aerosols observed during this event. These results are important for the radiative forcing study in the Brazilian territory and for the study of the effects of certain types of aerosol in the air quality of the megacities such as São Paulo, due to aerosols produced in the MASP as well as those transported from distant regions.

Spatial distribution of fires in the São Paulo State obtained by the NOAA-12 satellite indicates that the winter is the season with the highest number of fire outbreaks. In addition, during the harvest period, which occurs from May to November, the plantation areas are burnt a few hours before the manual cutting, resulting in large quantities of aerosols being emitted into the atmosphere. AOD measurements from MODIS sensor indicate high maximum values during spring and winter (Southeastern dry season). Average of the maximum AOD between 2003 and 2010 was 0.492±0.505, indicating the high variability of the maximum AOD over this region. As in the Brazilian Southeastern region, the large
occurrence of higher AOD levels during the dry season for the Midwestern region is basically due to the highest amount of biomass burning loaded in the atmosphere.

One day backtrajectories calculated for 21 August 2007 using the HYSPLIT model indicated that at 3.5, 4.0 and 4.5 km altitude air masses were advected from regions with intensive biomass burning activities in the Midwestern portion of the Brazilian territory. For the biomass burning episode under investigation in the Midwestern region on 21 August 2007, the AOD and LR at 532 nm was calculated using measurements from the CALIOP sensor and the AERONET sunphotometer installed at Campo Grande. The AOD retrieved by CALIOP sensor spanning from 0.30 to 0.65 and the LR was almost constant at 70 sr. The AERONET provides on the same day mean values of AOD and AE of 0.2 and 1.67, respectively, both values higher than the median in the August period (AOD = 0.198±0.078 and AE = 1.46±0.09). Such values correspond to fine mode size distribution and high absorption and extinction aerosol types, which is a strong indication of the predominance of biomass burning aerosols in the atmosphere. MODIS data image also provide a strong indication of biomass burning loaded in the atmosphere in the Midwestern region.

Daytime CALIPSO trajectory on 21 August 2007 together with the HYSPLIT backtrajectories provide evidences that air masses of biomass burning aerosol were transported towards the Southeastern region of Brazilian territory. However, AOD value of 0.10 and LR value of 40-55 sr indicate that those biomass burning aerosol layers have been undergoing an aging process, absorbing moisture from the atmosphere or even mixing with other aerosol types.

Air mass trajectories generated by the HYSPLIT model showed that these biomass burning aerosols were transported from the CG region towards the Metropolitan Area of São Paulo, reaching MASP on 23 August 2007 at an altitude range of 3.5 to 4.5 km. The backscatter coefficient profile retrieved by the MSP-Lidar system showed an atmosphere heavily loaded of aerosol trapped within the PBL and also a distinguishable aerosol layer between 3.5 and 5 km of altitude. LR values retrieved by the MSP-Lidar, reaching maximum values of 66 sr, are in agreement with LR values of 55 sr signed by the CALIOP sensor. This LR value of 55 sr indicates the presence of polluted dust aerosol type instead of biomass burning type, though. However, it needs to be taken into account that the closest approach of the CALIPSO satellite was 80 km eastern of the MSP-Lidar site, which can lead to the fact that both instruments were not probing the same air mass parcels. Furthermore, the LR values retrieved from MSP-Lidar system in the whole period of time indicate the presence of several amount of aerosols present in the atmosphere of São Paulo, which can disguise the individual effect of the optical properties from biomass burning aerosols, which may have had their optical properties altered due to transport and aging processes [37].

This case study shows that the synergy and combination of analysis using several remote sensing instruments, whether passive or active, results in a better understanding of the aerosol optical properties in the atmosphere. Furthermore, these results show that aerosols produced in different regions can be transported by long-range distances. In this sense, megacities such as the Metropolitan Area of São Paulo, which have a large number of local aerosol sources is subject to the influence of aerosol pollution produced by remote sources.
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